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God's Blessings to all.  Linda

FamilyReunion
         

     Even through Ethan and Becca's extended 
family could not be at the wedding because of 
the Covid 19 restrictions, the most important 
ones were present, God, a priest, Becca and 
Ethan.  The photos on this page were from their 
wedding.  The top photo is Becca's bouquet 
and the lower photo is the center pieces made 
by Ethan.  Very beautiful
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September Birthdays

News Deadline
20th of each month

Send articles and photos 
to Linda at

lindagall@rocketmail.com

www.magesonline.com

A special Hello to My 
Grandson Tobi Mages From 
Oma Barbara
A special Hello to our German 
cousins, Helmut, Birgit, Andi 
and Tobi

Coming Events
August 22,2020 – Party in the Barn – 8pm – midnight, 
Paynesville, Mn.

August 25, 2020 – Zins Family Reunion at the Pizza 
Ranch in Redwood Falls, Mn. 11:30 am  I doubt this is still 
being held.

September, 2020 – New baby for David and Jenny 
Fischer

September 17, 18 &19,2020- Woodbury garage sales

September 18, 2020 – Cards with Mom

October 03 & 04,2020 – Sister's Weekend at Emerald 
Hideaway

October 12, 2020 – Cards with Mom

October 24, 2020 – Mom speaking at the German-
Bohemian Heritage Meeting. Canceled until May 2021 

November 6&7,2020 – Girls shopping by Barb Plath

November 13, 2020 – Cards with Mom

December 11,2020 – Cards with Mom

October 16,2021 – Wedding for Alex Mages and Adrienn 
Peterson

Gabbrelle Bemmels Sept 01
Amy Plath Sept 01
Tobi Mages Sept 01
Everett Mages Sept 02
Barb Plath Sept 05
Betty Jass Sept 05
Samantha Nelson Sept 06
Kate Minnich Sept 06
Todd Andersen Sept 07
Max Dammann Sept 09
Sharon Mages Sept 10
Shane Wilson Sept 11
Ken Mages Sept 13
Helmut Mages Sept 15
Melanie Miller Sept 16
Jacob  Fischer Sept 16
Evelyn Mages Sept 20
Randy Wagner Sept 22
Connie Goblirsch Sept 23
Kathy Mages Sept 26
Dalton Mages Sept 29 
Olivia Roiger Sept 30

September Anniversaries
Jeff and LeAnn Mages Sept 07   35yrs

Matt and Sarah Mages Sept 28 20 yrs

Eric and Amy Plath Sept 20 17 yrs

Joe and Imia Mages Sept 17 09 yrs

October 16th, 2021 
Wedding of Alex Mages and Adrienn Peterson

Mark Your Calendars
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July AnniversariesBranson, Missouri  By Mom

    I've been asked several times, “Are you going to Arizona this winter?”  I tell them like 
I told them last year - “I'll have to wait and see if I'm healthy enough to travel.”
     Two years ago I flew to Arizona with Rick and Jane, Deb and Linda.  Five of us 
when Rick got the tickets he asked for three wheelchairs.  We laughed about that, but 
Deb had knee surgery, Linda and I both have walking problems.  Best thing we ever 
did.  The airport provided help for Deb and Linda and Rick helped me.  It provided a 
few chuckles for us.  Jane helped keep track of our luggage.  
     Last year Larry asked me if I'd like to go along in the motor home  He and his 
friend, Maxine,  and her Mother, Loretta were driving to Arizona.  I was happy to go 
along.  First we were going to have a stop over in Branson, Missouri.
     Larry picked me up first on Wednesday, January 01,2020.  We drove to Mankato 
and picked up Maxine and then her Mother, Loretta.  I got to meet Maxine's brother 
and sister,  Then to interstate 35,  we headed to Kansas City where we stayed the 
night.  
     In the morning we headed for Branson and got there to find about six to ten shows 
still open.  Larry got tickets for two shows.  The Dolly Parton Sampede was a dinner 
show starting about 2pm.  Perfect!  It was still a Christmas show.  It was more like an 
arena than a stage.  We walked down many stairs to be seated in the second row.  
There was a wide board in front of us, and that served as our dinner table already set 
with plated, silverware and cups.  Our waiter was very efficient and he went down our 
row and handed out soup bowls of a delicious potato cream soup.  The show was 
beginning as horses with their riders were doing a precision performance while 
galloping in the arena.  The rodeo queen was seated on a horse describing the acts as 
they happened.  Wo teams carrying red and green flags were performing.  It was so 
interesting, there was hardly time to eat.  But I did finish my soup, but I saved my roll 
till later.  Then the trick riders took over performing on backs of horses as they were 
galloping.  Some jumped trough rings of fire.  
     Our bowls were collected and each one received a roasted Cornish hen on our 
plate and then a tick slice of baked potato that had been seasoned.  Then a half ear of 
corn was dropped on our plates.  They didn't ask if you wanted it – they just gave it to 
you.  Meanwhile the performance was still going on.
     Three identical buckboards pulled by horses had been brought in.  Each had a big 
Christmas box on the back of the buckboard.  A volunteer child was asked for from the 
audience for an act and one brave eleven year old youngster came down.  He was 
placed in the big box and the audience would have to guess which one he was hiding 
in.  So the drivers went in and out with their horses and finally the rodeo Queen came 
out and a so called comedian was with her.  So the comedian called for help from the 
audience.  Where was the boy?  That one – But the box was empty.  Try again – two 
left – so the horses went round and round this way and that way.  Which one – That 
one -  The box was tipped over – no one in it.  It has to be the third box – but it was 
empty.  Where was the boy?  There he was – way up on the top step in the audience.  
Surprise – Surprise.  We figured it out but we could have been wrong. 
     So we're suppose to eat when all this is going on!!I forgot to mention – whenever 
the word, “stampede” was used, we were supposed to stamp our feet on the wooden 
floor.
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Branson, Missouri Continued
     
     A big stage was lowered from the ceiling.  It was full of Christmas wrapped boxes 
and some unwrapped toys.  Figures in costumes were singing along with the music 
and performing on stage.  The same people that were the riders were also the 
performers of the acts.
     Meanwhile the waiter was passing out insulated bags to take our food home with 
us.  Thank Goodness!!  I didn't have time to eat it.  Afterward he gave us another 
plastic bag to put our insulated bag inside.  There will be desert, choice of apple pie or 
bread pudding.  Oh My!!!
     The stage went back up to the ceiling while the Rodeo Queen now dressed in a 
beautiful gown that draped over her horse rode into the arena and rode around to view 
the audience.  
     Then the stage came down from the ceiling again.  All the toys had been cleared 
away and there now appeared a stable scene.  Bales of straw and a manger in which a 
baby lay.  Joseph and Mary were adoring the child while the heavenly music was 
heard.  The light were dimmed and the sky was full of stars when behold dozens of 
sheep came from the back – dozens and dozens must have been at least a hundred 
sheep came into the arena followed by shepherds, and the little boy that had been part 
of the previous act.  They all knelt to adore the baby and his parents and then slowly 
went to the back to the barn.
     Then three identical camels were so beautiful – almost white and so well trained.  
They came with passengers seated on them that were richly dressed.  The camels 
went all the way to the end and then turned to come toward the stable.  They stopped 
and slowly one foot went down and another foot went down till they were kneeling.  
The three kings got off their camels and each carried a gift that they took to the baby 
and they knelt before the babe.  They presented the gifts to Joseph and Mary and then 
departed.  They returned to their seats on the camels and all three camels stood and 
left to go to the back to the barn.
     All the time music was so heavenly.  Dolly was singing like an angel. 
     Our attention was drawn to the sky again as a beautiful angel was hovering there.  
Joseph released a white dove and the angel caught it as it flew to her hand.  So 
Beautiful.  I was overwhelmed  I had never seen a more beautiful nativity scene. 
     Our dessert had been brought – I didn't notice when that happened, but there it 
was.  The show wasn't over yet.  The stage had been returned to the ceiling and we 
were being introduced to all the players as they were on their horses again.  The same 
riders were also the cast for the productions they had acted in.  So well done.  Great 
Performance.  So glad we came.
    When we left the arena there was an audience all ready gathered watching and 
listening to country music.  There were rows of seats and another stage in the building. 
 So we found seats and listened for awhile.  We knew what we were going to have for 
supper.
     That night we saw another show – a quartet of singers and a comedian.  It was very 
good, but no pictures were allowed and I forgot the name of that group. 
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Branson, Missouri Continued
     After that show was over we left Branson and drove 
about an hour to the place where we spent the night.  
     Day three was coming up and we're headed west.  I 
will write more of our motor home trip next time.

P.S.  The Christmas nativity scene was so beautiful, but I 
remember another one that really touched my heart.  
Remember the year when each family was going to have 
a part in a Christmas program at our Christmas Party?  
Jacob was a three month old baby, Julia was dressed 
like Mary, David was dressed as Joseph and Alissa was 
a precious little angel.  Jacob had a stressful birth and 
would need major surgery so when Stretch and Deb 
sang, “ Silent Night” we all joined in. A wonderful 
memory.

Hugs and Love,
Mom, Grandma, Great Grandma 

On Saturday, August 8th, 2020 Rebecca Schmitz, daughter of Tony and Lisa (Mages) Schmitz of Sleepy 
Eye married Ethan Scharmer, son of Tim and Jenny Scharmer of Winona. The sacrament of matrimony 
took place at St. Mary’s Catholic Church in Sleepy Eye and was presided over by Father Zach Peterson. 
Due to uncertain times and the lack of a large reception venue, Becca and Ethan downsized their plans 
for a large wedding and in the end had a small, quaint marriage celebration attended by about 56 
people including their two immediate families, Grandparents, Godparents and their wedding party. The 
wedding was extremely beautiful and meaningful. Becca and Ethan saw each other for the first time that 
day as she marched up the aisle which was very sweet. The high Mass had beautiful music and God’s 
love was very evident. All of your prayers and support were felt. Following the wedding Mass, many 
photos were taken and the wedding party drove off in a coach bus which just happened to be driven by 
relative, Randy Mages of Morton. The newlyweds and their friends visited Sleepy Eye Brewing Co. and 
the Sleepy Eye Country Club in celebration of their marriage. 

Later a reception and dance were held at the Tony and Lisa Schmitz farm, the bride’s home. Tony’s new 
garage was recently finished and decorated in anticipation of the big event. The roast beef and butter 
chicken breast meal was served by wedding guests/helpers Tom and Sharon Mages, Brad and Denise 
Ludewig and Deloy and Annette Berkner. The dessert cupcakes were made by Ethan’s sister, Audrey 
Scharmer and his mother, Jenny Scharmer.  

Mr. and Mrs. Ethan Scharmer were fortunate to honeymoon at Glacier National Park in Montana. They 
are now residing at their new home, a condominium they just recently purchased in Waunakee, 
Wisconsin, which is near Madison, Wisconsin. While there, Becca will be carrying out her internship in 
Speech Therapy and Ethan is pursuing his studies in Veterinary Science with the University of Wisconsin. 

Thank you to all of you for showing support to them in so many ways. Every prayer, all of the well 
wishes, and all of the words and letters of encouragement were very important during this year of many 
sacrifices and challenges. God’s plan for them is real and evident as they begin their lives together in His 
love.  

Tony and Lisa Schmitz  

Ethan and Becca Mom and Loretta
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Ethan and Rebecca Scharmer Wedding  
August 08,2020. 
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Ethan and Becca Wedding in Photo

A 0
U 8
G 0
U 8
S
T 2

0
2
0
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Ethan and Becca in Photo Continued

 203 Kearney Way, Apartment 301, 
Waunakee, Wisconsin  53597.

Uncle Tom Mages did the barrell 
dance with the newlyweds

Raegan

Ellie and Sawyer
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Ethan and Becca Continued
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On the Pontoon With Rick and Jane
Pontoon Party on Rice Lake 

Rick and Jane Mages had a great idea! Over the course of the summer they developed a plan to have the 
Black Diamond Band play music for an outdoor concert and party at their lake home on Rice Lake near 
Paynesville, Minnesota. The band consisted of Mages sisters, Donna Nelson on lead guitar and banjo and 
Debra Fischer on base guitar along with family friend, Leon Krzmarzick as drummer.  They performed 
from 4 to 7 pm, on Saturday, August 1st, from the end of Rick and Jane’s doc as well as a raft nearby. Rick 
also showed off his impressive tuba playing skills as he accompanied the Black Diamond Band from his 
pontoon set up right next to the stage.  The open air concert was for all in attendance at Rick and Jane’s 
yard party but also for lots of friends and family who attended by driving up and anchoring over 35 
boats and pontoons. This lakeside concert was an amazing experience. Hopefully they will consider 
making this an annual tradition complete with tuba player!  By Lisa 
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On the Pontoon in Photo

Page 11

Photo to the left is Rick playing his 
tuba.  Upper photo is Debbie and 
Donna

Rick and 
Jane

Jane, Lisa and Mom



On the Pontoon in Photo
Connie, Alissa and Mom

The Captain, Rick

L:R:Sharon, Dean, Aaron, Roger, Jeremy and 
John

L:R:Nancy, Cindy, Jane, Kari

Upper Photo, Abby, 
Brody and MaKayla

Aaron, Alan, Cody and 
Dean

TJ, Sharon, Olivia, John, 
Julia, Makayla and Stacie

Stretch 
singing 
with Deb 
and 
Donna
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Mages Family Spur of the Moment Picnic 

On the evening of Sunday, July 19th a small group of Mages family attended a spur of the moment 
potluck picnic up at Allison Park of Sleepy Eye. Great conversation was had by all as we visited the night 
away while the younger kids enjoyed the merry go round, swings and park equipment. Later on we all 
gathered on lawn chairs down by the beach and watched the young children and grandchildren swim 
and kayak in the refreshingly warm waters of Sleepy Eye Lake. It was a beautiful sight to behold as the 
sun turned from bright white, to bright yellow, then deep orange, purple and finally crimson red.  

Mages Family at Sleepy Eye Lake by Lisa



Mages Picnic in Photo
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Mages Picnic in Photo

Stretch, Tony, Tom and Greg

Sharon, Debbie, Larry, Natalie, Becky 
and Donna

TJ and 
John 
keeping 
an eye 
on the 
kids
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Music in the Park – Mages Family Band - 
2020

     On Monday evening, August 17,2020 the public was treated to a free concert at 
Johnson Park in New Ulm, Minnesota.  Larry Mages and his family band delivered a 
beautiful free concert  as is their tradition the last years to the public's enjoyment.  The 
concert was opened by Larry's Granddaughter, Halle Bemmels, for the first half hour.  
Halle not only plays the guitar, but also the drums.    Larry was on vocals as well as the 
guitar,  Amanda Bemmels on vocals and guitar,  Theresa Wagner on keyboard as well 
as vocals,  Debbie Fischer on bass guitar and vocals.  Mysti Lynn Deegan on vocals,  
Joe and Matt Mages on drums and bongos, and Bella Bemmels on vocals.  With the 
pandemic Johnson Park was only allowing 250 people entrance to the bleachers, but 
many people were listening outside of the fence.  The weather was beautiful, but as 
soon as dusk appeared so did the mosquitoes.  We could see the band swatting them 
as the concert ended.  Every year when I leave the concert I think this has been the 
best one yet and every year it gets better.  Wow!  God Bless all of you for a great 
evening of entertainment.         Linda

Larry, Hallle, Amanda, Mysti Lynn, Theresa and Debbie

Left and 
Middle 
is some 
of the 
crowd.  
Right is 
Gina, 
Josie, 
Linda 
and 
Mom
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Music in the Park Continued

Dan and Arlene posing for the 
camera.  Tim and Travis looking 
on

Above photo is God Mother, 
Theresa, and God Daughter, 
Mysti Lynn singing together.  
Photo to the right is Bella 
singing with Granddad, Larry 
and sister, Halle.

A great photo of Matt on 
the left and Joe on the right 
in the back row.    Amanda , 
Mysti Lynn and Theresa in 
the front.
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Cards With Mom – August 18,2020
     On Tuesday morning Cards with Mom started with Mass at St. Mary's Catholic 
Church in Sleepy Eye for the living and deceased members of the Alphonse Mages 
Family.  After Mass we all headed to Moms for breakfast.  As Mom and I entered her 
kitchen Dan greeted us with a cup of nice hot coffee.  Boy Dan you have come a long 
way.  We thought we were just going to have scrambled eggs, cheesy potatoes, bacon 
and toast, but what a feast we had.  Tom brought a box full of beautiful red tomatoes 
from his and Sharon's garden.  Tom proceeded to fry them and thoughts of our 
childhoods was heard around the room as we remembered Mom making this delicacy 
during our days at home. Then Debbie started to fry large circles of Zucchini in the 
bacon grease that was left over.   Dan brought delicious bakery caramel rolls loaded 
with caramel and nuts.  Rick brought a brand new quart of canned dill pickles and so 
much more was enjoyed.  All brought something delicious.   Those present were Mom, 
Dan, Rick, Nancy, Betty, Barb, Tom and Linda.  
     The card game, “65” was played by all with Debbie being the winner because Dan, 
who was seating ahead of her, kept feeding her great cards.  We told Dan to quit it but 
he did not listen so we told Debbie she owed Dan a Lobster and champagne dinner.  
At noon we headed to the Sleepy Eye Golf Course for lunch.  They have really good 
food there.  When it came time to pay our bills, Debbie grabbed Dan's bill and paid it.
     Over breakfast they was so much conversation about the Mages Family Band 
concert the night before, we all thought it was spectacular.  Jokes were flying and the 
laughter was great and abundant.     Linda    

What a feast
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Cards With Mom Continued

Dan got 
tired so Tom 
took over.  
Betty 
looking on

Yea Dan doing 
his job

Tom frying 
tomatoes

Dan keeping 
our cups full.  
Rick and Tom 
looking on.

Betty making the toast Tom, Debbie and 
Nancy

Mom getting ready to cut the 
rolls,  Nancy, Tom and Betty

Making the 
dinning room 
table larger.  
Mom, Dan, 
Rick, Nancy 
and Tom
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Cards With Mom in Photo

Waiting for the feast, Dan and Rick

L-R: front, Betty, Mom, Nancy and Dan  
Back, Rick, Debbie and Tom.

L – R: Tom, Nancy, Mom, Barb, 
Dan, Debbie and Betty.

Photo to the right is lunch 
at the golf course.  L – R:, 
Nancy, Mom, Betty, Tom, 
Barb, Dan, and Debbie.  
Linda is behind the 
camera in these photos
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